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As a wave of consolidation sweeps the
banl<ing trade, one organization is emerg-

ing as a definite winner. lts strategic

response to market conditions has made

it one of the largest bank holding compa-

nies in the United States. Recently, this

financial services powerhouse rocked the
industry by completing a mega-merger

with an in-market peer.

Bigger, of course, is not always better.

Many companies incur short-term losses

as they integrate the operations of newly

acquired businesses. Growth, however,

has proven to be a rewarding experience

for this organization, which saw its

per-share earnings increase by 27 percent
during the merger. Not surprisingly, the
stock market endorsed the merged

venture with a share price appreciation

of more than 50 percent for the year.

At the heart of this financial organization's

growth strategy is its commitment to
concentrate on basics. The company

steadfastly sees to it that broad corporate
strategy is translated into specific action

steps that ultimately meet corporate
goals. In the operations area, this focus

means continuously strengthening the
"Efficiency Ratio"- a measure for tracking
non-interest expense as a percentage of
total revenue. The lower the percentage,

the better run the operation.

*We recognized

that coft\rentiofial

approaches of
pr0ces$ improve-

firent would"

take too long and

deliver too little.

We needed to do

things dif,ferentlts"

The SeniorVice President of Operations
has spent the past year addressing the
Efficiency Ratio issue. As part of this

challenge, he has been responsible for
integrating the checking account opera-

tions of the merged banks.

"We started the past year with a highly

satisfactory Efficiency Ratio of 63 percent,"

the SeniorV.P. notes. "We saw good

opportunities for improving that ratio if
we could get our arms around the check-

ing account integration. The difficulty was

that we needed to redesign an enormous
number of outdated workflows. Given

the enormous scale of our enterprise, we

recognized that conventional approaches

of process improvement would take too
long and deliver too little. We needed to
do things differently," he explains.

The firm turned to Meta Software's

Business Process Management Group for
help. Meta consultants teamed with staff

from Operations and lnformation Services

to accelerate and enhance decision mak-

ing at every point in the implementation
effort.
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66Meta allowed

us to save $4"2

mitrlion a year in

operating costs

and another

$2.1 million fur

reduced capital

equipment

outlays.tt

Based on sound assumptions and past

experience, the Operations planning staff

had initially pro.iected that the firm would

have to add 400 new workers and

purchase eight new check processing

systems at a cost of more than $500,000
each to handle the newly merged work
load. However, by quantifying the current
workflows and running alternative scenar-

ios, the Meta BPM Group revealed a much

more effective and inexpensive solution.

"The Meta consultants showed us how to
design our processes so we needed only

300 additional workers and only four new

Proposed New
Equipment Cost:
$4 Million

Banl< A's Sorters
Pre-Merger

check handling units," the SeniorV.P. says,

noting that the Operations department

has been able to improve the Efficiency

Ratio six points this year to its present

level of 57 percent. "Meta allowed us to
save $4.2 million a year in operating costs

and another $2.1 million in reduced capital

equipment outlays," he reports.

"Meta's BPM Group is one of the big

reasons for this success. They have the

experts, the methodologies, and the tools

we needed to optimize our business

processes within an incredibly tight time-

frame," he concludes.

Meta's Solution:
Actual Sorters Required

in Merged Operations
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REDUCING CHECK PR*CHSSIhIG COST$
EN MERG€S SPHRATIONS

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS: CHECK SORTERS
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Banl<A & Banl< B
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